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for the extremal QP at its intersection with &2. Let JQP = 8(v); 
then 

Ju — Jc0= — [S(v2) — S(v4)] = — fv'îifadv 

= — J^J fe'i?*' + y»JHy,]dv, 

and we have for the total variation 

A J = J- - JCQ = J ^ e Z r - fllWH* + y2fHy,]dv. 

At the point 2, C0 cuts &2 transversally, that is, 

x2'(v)Hx, + y2\<ü)Hy\* = 0, 

and in this problem, as in the simple problem of the calculus 
of variations, we are led to a study of the sign of E along the 
extremal Co when considering sufficient conditions. 
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THE object of this paper is to give a shorter and purely 
graphical method for graphical integration than that of the 
author in his thesis* on graphical integration of functions of a 
complex variable. 

We can represent a function f(z) of the complex variable 
z = reie in the /(z)-plane by a system of orthogonal curves 
r = rn (n = 0, 1, • • -, n) and 6 = 6n (n = 0, 1, •••,/&). We 
choose the values rn and dn so that the ƒ (3) plane is covered by 
a net of small squares. We seek now a graphical representa
tion in the Z = X + iF-plane of the functionZ = j Q

n f(z)dz, 

* " Über graphische Integration von Funktionen einer complexen Varia-
beln mit speziellen Anwendungen," Dissertation, Gottingen, 1912. Re
ferred to in this paper as " thesis." 
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i. e., we seek the curves r = rn and 6 = 6n in our Z-plane. If 
we integrate f(z) from z = 0 to z = rne

idn along the curve 
or path 6 = dn we have 

X + iY = Z = j ^ / ( 2 ) & = ƒ;* {u(r, 0»)+w(r, 0»)}**" n 

where ƒ (a) = w(r, 6) + iv(r, 0). 
Now u(r, 6n) and fl(r, 0n) are functions of the real variable r, 

which we can represent graphically in a u — r and a # —- r 
plane;* and then integrate graphically in order to find the 
values of jjudr and JQ

nvdr (n = 0, 1, 2, • • -, ri).\ In our 

Z — X + îF-plane we draw the J udr and J vdr axes so that 

the angle between the X axis and the J udr axis is 0W. (See 
figure.) 

**x 

From equation (1) we see that the factor ei0n means that the 
X axis must rotate through an angle of 6n in order to coincide 
with the J udr axis. 

In the J udr — f vdr plane we mark the points JRO, JBI, • • •, Rn 

with the coordinates J0
nudr and J0

nvdr (n = 0, 1, 2, • • •, n). 

* See Thesis, p. 15. 
t See Thesis, figs. 6 and 7. 
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These values we get from our graphical integration of the 
functions a and v, and they can be measured and carried over 
to the J udr — J vdr plane; or by having our J udr — J vdr 
plane on transparent paper, we can mark off the coordinates of 
the points R$, R\, • • •, Rn without the work of measuring these 
values. This second method also eliminates a small probable 
error in measurement. 

Through the points JRO, Ri, * • •, Rn we draw a smooth curve, 
and this is our required curve 0 = 0n. in the J0

 nf(z)dz plane. 
In the same way we get the curves 0 = 0O, • • •, 0n__i. Through 
the points rn on each curve 0 = 0n (n = 0, 1, • • -, n) we draw 
a smooth curve, and have a net of small squares covering the 
Z-plane which is the graphical representation of the function 

UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER. 

THE UNIFICATION OF VECTORIAL NOTATIONS* 

BY PROFESSOR E D W I N B I D W E L L WILSON. 

T H E unification of vectorial notations has taken several 
steps during the past year, but whether the steps be back
ward or forward, sideways or up in the air, would be difficult 
to say. 

1. One step was forced. A report from the international 
committee on vector notations, appointed at Rome in 1908 
with instructions to lay its recommendations before the con
gress at Cambridge in 1912, fell due. A member of that 
committee, though not in attendance at the congress, I am 
unable to state whether or not any report was made; but I 
believe that an extension of time until 1916 was asked and 
granted. So far as I am aware the committee apparently 
did not organize prior to the meeting in Cambridge last summer, 
and except for desultory publication on vectors by a few 
members of the committee, there had been no inside activity 
which could lead to a report. I t does not appear therefore 
that much of a step in any direction during the past year or 

* This essay may be considered as a continuation of one by the same title 
in this BULLETIN, May, 1910, p . 415. 


